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Plaza Premium Group opens Aerotel at LHR

By Jane Hobson on October, 15 2019  |  Airline & Terminal News

The in-terminal hotel offers flexible chick-in and check-out for convenience

Plaza Premium Group has announced the opening of Aerotel London Heathrow, the only in-terminal
hotel at Heathrow Terminal 3.

Located in Heathrow Airport (LHR), the two-floor hotel is open 24/7 to offer flexible booking packages
and check-in and check-out around-the-clock. Travelers can choose 6-hour, 9-hour, 12-hour or
overnight packages. To celebrate the opening, 9-hour packages are offered at a 30% discount until
December 31, 2019 through www.myaerotel.com.

The new location is ideal for individuals and families with the options of Solo Plus, Double Plus and
Family Room. All guestrooms have showers, “sleep tea” and “soothing lighting” to help travelers
refresh and recharge, says a statement from the company. The Library Lounge, an all-day dining and
social space, offers hot and cold food, drinks and a range of complementary services such as Wi-Fi
and reading material.

“Our international guests are now asking for a comfortable space to sleep when they land early or
late at night, while London residents taking morning and late flights are looking for a spot to chill or a
power nap before boarding,” said Song Hoi-see, CEO of Plaza Premium Group, in the statement. “We

http://www.plazapremiumgroup.com/
https://www.heathrow.com/
http://www.myaerotel.com/
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are confident to become an integral part of the airport and uplift the airport hospitality experience for
travelers.”

John Arbuckle, Heathrow’s Head of Property, added: “We are delighted to have worked with Aerotel to
bring Heathrow passengers this new, comfortable, modern hotel next to Terminal 3 Arrivals. This will
be valuable for customers in need of a quiet haven to rest, relax and prepare for their onward
journey.”


